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Microcantilevers are often deployed in flowing fluids to measure local flow velocities or to detect
rapidly the nanomechanical binding of trace quantities of target analytes. The authors investigate the
flow-induced mechanics of microcantilevers by deriving a semianalytical theoretical model for the
nanoscale deflections of an elastic microcantilever due to a laminar viscous flow incident upon it.
Conversely, the model allows for the estimation of the local flow velocities based on measured
microcantilever deflection. Careful experiments performed on silicon microcantilevers in flowing
nitrogen confirm the theoretical predictions up to a critical flow rate, beyond which unsteady
flow-induced vibrations are seen to occur. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2713238兴
Microcantilevers are versatile and highly sensitive sensors for nanoscale force, stress, and mass measurements.
They are employed as the principal sensing element in scanning probe microscopy,1,2 the detection of chemical or biological analytes in gases or liquids 共hydrogen,3 alcohol,3,4
DNA,5,6 antibody,7 Bacillus subtilis spores8兲, calorimetry,4,9
humidity,4 and pH 共Ref. 10兲 measurements, and flow
sensing.11 In many of these applications, the sensing occurs
via the nanomechanical bending of the microcantilever due
to thermal or surface stresses.
Efforts to improve the sensitivity and throughput of microcantilever sensors in flowing fluids are primarily aimed
toward fabricating more flexible microcantilevers and enabling higher flow rates. However, these tactics, in addition
to decreasing the temperature stability, may also cause significant flow-induced bending and vibration of the highly
flexible microcantilevers, and thus interfere with the analyte
detection process. On the other hand, flow induced bending
of microcantilevers may be exploited to develop ultrasensitive micromechanical flow sensors for high resolution, high
bandwidth measurement of complex flow velocity fields.11,12
In this letter, we develop a semianalytical theoretical model
for estimating viscous flow-induced deformations of microcantilevers. Our model may also be useful in understanding
the hydrodynamic drag on a microcantilever moving through
a fluid at a constant speed, an important consideration in
single molecule force spectroscopy.13
The development of a theory of flow-induced cantilever
bending was spurred by our experimental observations of
significant bending and vibration of uncoated silicon microcantilevers placed in a stream of dry nitrogen gas 共Fig. 1兲.
The experiments measure the deflections of the individual
microcantilevers at different flow rates. After an initial
warm-up period, the flow rate is ramped from 20 to
150 cm3 / min in steps of 10 cm3 / min. Short time histories of
the deflection of the microcantilevers are captured for each
flow rate. The average of each time history is taken to be the
cantilever deflection at the corresponding flow rate. Tema兲
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perature stability measurements verified that the observed
flow-induced deflections are not due to thermal effects.14
Multiple data sets were collected for nominally identical
arrays. The data sets exhibit good repeatability. Figure 1共c兲
shows a typical set of deflection data as a function of flow
rate. The figure reveals a monotonic increase in cantilever
deflection as the flow rate increases, with an onset of large
amplitude oscillations beyond a critical flow rate that varied

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Field emission scanning electron microscopy
image showing an array of eight rectangular Si microcantilevers, each of
length of 500 m, width of 100 m, thickness of 1 m, and first natural
frequency of approximately 5 kHz, used in the experiments. 共b兲 Photograph
of the flow cell 共from Digital Instruments兲 with top cover removed. 共c兲
Deflection of the cantilever No. 1 as a function of flow rate. Negative deflections correspond to upward deflections of the cantilever. The deflections
are measured by an optical lever system. The flow rates are controlled by a
flow controller at the flow cell inlet to within 0.5 cm3 / min of set values.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Three-dimensional simulation in ADINA of the flow
inside the flow cell minus cantilevers. Only a front quarter of the flow cell is
meshed with four-noded tetrahedral fluid elements. A parabolic velocity profile is prescribed at the flow cell inlet.

between 120 and 150 cm3 / min over the different data sets.
Below this critical flow rate, a mere 10 cm3 / min change in
flow rate increases the microcantilever deflection by 8–
10 nm, a deflection comparable in magnitude to the deflection caused by surface stresses induced by analyte binding.
Clearly it is difficult to make quantitative measurements of
analyte induced surface stress in the presence of a flowing
fluid. On the other hand, assuming a 1 nm optical lever resolution, the above microcantilever can measure flow velocities
with high resolution 共⬇3 mm/ s兲.
It is difficult to construct a complete three-dimensional
flow-structure interaction capable model for the microcantilever array in the flow cell. Instead, a three-dimensional
computational fluid dynamics 共CFD兲 model in ADINA 共Ref.
16兲 is constructed to understand the flow inside an empty
flow cell 共Fig. 2兲. The boxed region in Fig. 2 indicates that
the flow field in the immediate vicinity of the microcantilevers is approximately a uniform stream at an angle to the
horizontal cantilevers.
This observation suggests a simpler model of a microcantilever placed in a uniform viscous stream at a nonzero
angle of attack. Consider a cantilever of length l, width b,
and thickness h 共l Ⰷ b, l Ⰷ h兲 placed in a free stream at an
angle ␣ 关Fig. 3共a兲兴. The cantilever width is assumed normal
to the free stream direction. Let U⬁ be the free stream velocity, f N and f L be the normal and longitudinal hydrodynamic
forces per unit length acting on the cantilever, E be the cantilever Young’s modulus, and  and  be the fluid density and
kinematic viscosity. Since the cantilever deflection w Ⰶ l, it
can be assumed that f N remains constant over the entire
length of the cantilever and the effect of f L on w is negligible. Because l Ⰷ b and l Ⰷ h, the changes in the flow field
along the cantilever length can also be assumed negligible
共 / z = 0兲. With this assumption, the continuity and NavierStokes equations for an incompressible flow become
ux,x + uy,y = 0,

共1a兲

ux,t + uxux,x + uyux,y = − p,x + 共ux,xx + ux,yy兲,

共1b兲

uy,t + uxuy,x + uyuy,y = − p,y + 共uy,xx + uy,yy兲,

共1c兲

uz,t + uxuz,x + uyuz,y = 共uz,xx + uz,yy兲,

共1d兲

where u = uxi + uyj + uzk and p are the flow velocity and pressure fields. The notation 共¯兲,x represents 共¯兲 / x and so
on. The key observation is that the first three equations, being decoupled from the fourth, completely determine ux, uy,
and p, and hence f N. In other words, f N decouples from the
axial flow15 and can be obtained from the purely twodimensional problem of a cantilever in a perpendicular cross
flow. This two-dimensional problem is readily solved computationally in ADINA.16 The computational domain is shown

FIG. 3. 共a兲 Schematic of the model for the cantilever in an oblique cross
flow. 共b兲 ADINA computational domain for analyzing the two-dimensional
flow around a rigid cantilever placed in a perpendicular cross flow, to determine the coefficient of normal drag CN as a function of the Reynolds
number ReN. The computational domain is meshed using three-noded triangular fluid elements. The values of CN extracted are independent of the
overall size of the computational domain and the mesh fineness. 共c兲 Variation of CN with ReN for microcantilevers with two different cross-sectional
aspect ratios. The solid line represents the fit to all the ADINA data for
microcantilevers with 15 different aspect ratios in the range of 0.005
艋 h / b 艋 0.1.

schematically in Fig. 3共b兲. A comprehensive set of numerical
simulations is performed in ADINA for a range of values of
the Reynolds number ReN = bU⬁N /  and cantilever crosssectional aspect ratio h / b 共1 艋 ReN 艋 63 and 0.005艋 h / b
艋 0.1兲 typical for most current microcantilever sensor applications. For these parameter ranges, steady-state CFD analysis suffices.
The coefficient of normal drag, defined as CN
2
= f N / 共U⬁N
b兲, measures the normal momentum transferred
from the flow to the cantilever. Figure 3共c兲 shows the dependence of CN on ReN for cross-sectional aspect ratios typical
for slender microcantilevers 共0.005艋 h / b 艋 0.1兲. Using linear regression, we find that a single quadratic relationship for
the normal drag coefficient that is independent of the crosssectional aspect ratio,
ln共CN兲 = ␤ + ␥ ln共ReN兲 + ␦共ln共ReN兲兲2 ,

共2兲

with ␤ = 1.805, ␥ = −0.7481, and ␦ = 0.064 42 provide an excellent fit to all the simulation data.17
The above method is easily extended to cantilevers with
any uniform cross section, by accordingly modifying the
computational domain. Equation 共2兲 is expected to remain
valid; however, the values of ␤, ␥, and ␦ will change. For
example, ADINA simulations show that for microcantilevers
with circular cross sections, ␤ = 2.794, ␥ = −0.8036, and
␦ = 0.055 00. This correlation is relevant for predicting the
flow-induced deflections of artificial hair cells.12 The result-
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FIG. 4. Comparison between theoretically estimated and experimental measured deflections of the 500 m cantilevers. The solid curve represents the
theoretical estimates. The dashed curves represent the error bounds for the
theoretical estimates. For the theoretical calculations, ESi = 169 GPa, N2
= 1.616 kg m−3, N2 = 1.081⫻ 10−5 m2 / s. The crosses represent the mean microcantilever deflections from experiments. The vertical line segments represent ±1 standard deviation from the means. The base line for the experimental deflection data is that at 20 cm3 / min, which has been shifted to
match with the theoretical estimate at 20 cm3 / min. 19 different sets of experimentally measured microcantilever deflections, representing several microcantilevers belonging to multiple array chips, have been employed to
calculate the means and standard deviations.

ing dependence of CN on ReN for the attack angle ␣ = 90°
compares excellently with published experimental data,15
providing further validation of our two-dimensional ADINA
simulations.
The normal hydrodynamic force per unit length of the
cantilever and Euler-Bernoulli formula for the tip deflection
of a uniformly loaded cantilever are, respectively,
2
f N = U⬁N
bCN ,

共3兲

w = 共3f Nl4兲/共2Ebh3兲.

共4兲

The flow-induced deflection of the microcantilever can be
estimated by combining Eqs. 共2兲–共4兲. Alternatively, Eqs. 共2兲
and 共3兲 can be inverted to obtain the following closed form
expression:
U⬁N = exp关− 共 + 冑2 − 4␦兲/共2␦兲兴,

共5兲

and
 = ␤ + ␥ ln共b / 兲
where
 = ␥ + 2 + 2␦ ln共b / 兲
+ ␦共ln共b / 兲兲2 − ln共f N / 共b兲兲 and ␤, ␥, and ␦ are constants defined earlier. Given the microcantilever dimensions, Young’s
modulus, and the measured tip deflection, Eq. 共4兲 can be
inverted to determine f N. This value can be used in Eq. 共5兲 to
estimate the flow normal velocity component U⬁N in the vicinity of the microcantilever as is required in flow sensing.
Our theoretical model provides good estimates of the
flow-induced deflections of the 500 m long cantilevers, as
measured in Fig. 1共c兲. To obtain these estimates, the values
of U⬁ and ␣ at different flow rates are required. These are
obtained from the three-dimensional CFD simulation of
the flow within the flow cell minus cantilevers 共Fig. 2兲.
At each flow rate, U⬁ and ␣ are estimated by averaging over
the boxed flow region 共with a1 = 550 m, a2 = 50 m,
a3 = 100 m兲. We find that U⬁ increases linearly , whereas ␣
is nearly constant 共⬇39° 兲 for increasing flow rates in the
range of 20– 100 cm3 / min. Figure 4 compares the theoretically estimated cantilever bending with the experimental
data, which are in good agreement for flow rates in the range
of 20– 100 cm3 / min. In fact, all our experimental data sets
fall well within the upper and lower error bounds of the
theoretical estimates.18

The proposed theory is inapplicable beyond a critical
flow rate 共high Reynolds numbers兲 when the flow around the
microcantilever becomes unsteady, leading to microcantilever vibrations as observed in our experiments 关Fig. 1共c兲兴.19
The vibration spectra show a large increase in amplitude of
both the first and second bending modes of the microcantilevers at flow rates greater than the critical flow rate.
In summary, a theoretical model is introduced that predicts the hydrodynamic drag forces and bending of a microcantilever of uniform cross section due to a steady viscous
flow incident upon it at an arbitrary angle of attack. The
model also provides a formula 关Eq. 共5兲兴 for estimating the
local flow velocity around a microcantilever simply by measuring microcantilever bending. The work also has relevance
to the prediction of flow-induced mechanics of artificial hair
cells and hydrodynamic drag on microcantilevers in single
molecule force spectroscopy.
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